
Energy Levels

Our intestinal bacteria 
help us breakdown 
and absorb the critical 
nutrients we need for 
healthy energy levels.

An optimal gut microbial 
composition can help 
maintain a healthy blood 
glucose response to the 
foods we eat.

Did you know that your 
microbiome can help you 
sleep better?

Gut microbiome can 
help maintain health 
energy levels by reducing 
tiredness through better 
lactic acid breakdown.

Gut microbiome can help 
maintain health energy 
levels by increasing your 
cellular energy.
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Quick Facts about 
our energy levels.
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GENERAL EFFECTS
A balanced microbiome can help support 
energy levels by:

Efficient nutrient absorption
Our intestinal bacteria help us breakdown 
and absorb the critical nutrients we need for 
healthy energy levels. A dysbiotic bacterial 
composition means we don’t properly digest 
and absorb the vitamins and minerals, which 
can impact these levels.

Sleep
Did you know that your microbiome can 
help you sleep better? Gut bacteria produce 
neurochemicals that influence sleep and 
stress levels, such as tryptophan, GABA and 
melatonin levels, which are crucial for good 
quality sleep.

Healthy blood sugar
Fluctuations in our blood sugar affect our 
energy levels and impact brain function. 
When blood sugar levels are low, it makes 
you feel sleepy and low in energy. An 
optimal gut microbial composition can help 
maintain a healthy blood glucose response 
to the foods we eat.

SPECIFIC EFFECTS
In short, the gut microbiome can help 
maintain health energy levels by:

–  Reducing tiredness through better lactic 
acid breakdown.

–  Controlling metabolic function,  
which can delay fatigue symptoms.

–  Increase ATP levels  
i.e. your cellular energy.

–  Supply essential metabolites to your  
cell’s energy powerhouse.

–  Regulate energy harvest (from food), 
storage (in your body), and expenditure 
(how you use it).

The best way to think about the 
effects of a healthy microbiome 
on energy levels is to break it into 
two categories: general effects and 
specific effects.
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